
 

Meeting notes april 7 

Opening 

 Start meeting 1800  

 notes made by jaap  

Organization 

Martijn talks about organizational issues: The mailing list is organised by a google app 

system. Advisors whould very much be kept in the loop on all group-wide information mails. 

Peolpe should also make arrangements with Jan Zagers concerning the lab. We really need to 

clean up better after ourselves than last year team or there will be repercussions.  

Jori explains that he has build an integrated mail/internal wiki/document sharing/agenda 

system. He needs a few more days to finish it. Jaap remarks that organization/communication 

is going rather crappy. Many task are left undone while time is against us. Jaap delegated 

several tasks that have stacked up on him to other team members: Joyce will handle the DSM 

contact.  

Olesha will refine contact information of companies and foundations. Jori will organise 

contacts of know members and contact. Kuba will builds landing site on public wiki before 

next meeting. Everyone should send photo's to Kuba so he can put them online. Olesha would 

like to recommend another member. She will send information to Kuba. He would like to be 

involved with the human practices part. But we have no idea what we want to do with that. He 

is welcome to join but we should think and talk about the Humanities part of IGEM and see if 

we come up with some idea's.  

A discussion of the various plans 

Kuba's plan 

Kuba found some concrete genes that can implement his plan. The point is to show that a dual 

memory is possible. It will be induced by Nisin The application should be pictures on plates. 

Disintegrating micro-capsules might also be included in the system. Christof suggest reading 

a pancake article Which might offer some usefull information. Jori suggest using ligth sensors 

to activate it instead of the nisin microcapsules.  

Jori's plan 

Joris plan is to make a biocolorer with 2 or 3 different sensors. To produce a specific color. I 

is closely related to Kuba's plan. GFP is bleaching so it migth give problems. Kuba thinks 

using pigments is difficult. The key is in ratio's there are many possible ways to have a 

computer to figure out relations how they should be programmed.  

 



 

 

Joyce's Plan 

Joyce wants to make a bio deodorant, that produces both antibiotics and masking smells 

(honey or some other nice thing) under certain conditions. She has found most of the required 

parts in the registry. Christof remarks that it seems like a biotechnology project. Joyce 

dissagrees and want to expand it further and make a clearer presentation. We decide to make 

even groups and work on these two plans: Jori and Kuba's plan will be fused.  

New todo list 

 Jori: Patch Sharepoint distribution so we can use it ASAP  

 Jori: Organization all current contact information April 14th  

 Kuba: Make a landing site for the wiki April 14th  

 Olesha: Make contact information for companies April 21th  

 Jaap: Adapt Sponsoring letters April 14th  

 Joyce: Correct jaaps letters April 14th  

 Everyone: Send picture to kuba for site ASAP  

 Jori: Make an availability doodle April 21th  

 Joyce: Contact Roel Bovenberg for DSM sponsoring April 14th  

Closing 

Meeting ends 2030  

 


